Tutoring and Help Sessions (Fall 2021)

Arabic
Peer tutoring is available for all levels of Arabic language courses staffed by a native Arabic speaker, Hala Alnajjar. Sessions are scheduled from 7-8 PM on Sunday and Thursday evenings in Crounse 217 (on the main floor of the library). Contact the Arabic class instructor (Dr. Sweis) for more information. He may be reached at sami.sweis@centre.edu.

Biology
The biology program offers peer tutoring for BIO 110 and BIO 210. Information about peer tutoring and help sessions for the Fall 2021 term is coming soon. Contact Dr. Brian Cusato (b.cusato@centre.edu) for more information.

Chemistry
Chemistry peer tutors work to help you understand concepts and solve problems in general and organic chemistry. General chemistry tutors are available for CHE 117, 131, 132, and 135. Organic chemistry tutors are available for CHE 241 and 242. Tutors have drop-in evening hours (see times below), and one-on-one sessions are available upon request. Contact Dr. Erin Wachter, the chemistry tutor coordinator (erin.wachter@centre.edu), or Dr. Brian Cusato (b.cusato@centre.edu) for more information.

General Chemistry
Drop-in tutoring sessions take place through the Centre Learning Commons (CLC) located on the main floor of the Library in room 215 on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays 7-10 PM. Alternative times can be booked through the CLC by contacting Dr. Brian Cusato, Director of the Centre Learning Commons, at b.cusato@centre.edu.

Organic Chemistry
Drop-in tutoring sessions take place through the Centre Learning Commons (CLC) located on the main floor of the Library in room 217 on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays 8-11 PM. Alternative times can be booked through the CLC by contacting Dr. Brian Cusato, Director of the Centre Learning Commons, at b.cusato@centre.edu.

Chinese
Study sessions and peer tutoring are available for students who are currently studying, or for students who would like to practice speaking, Chinese at Centre College. Students are encouraged to schedule a session with a peer tutor with expertise in the specific skills that they would like to improve:

David Li (david.li@centre.edu)
expertise: 100-300/400 level speaking, reading, listening, translating; Chinese films and food; one-on-one tutoring (M, F, Sat. 6-8pm), 100-level study session (W 7:30-8:30 pm)
Suizhi Li (suizhi.li@centre.edu)
expertise: 100-200 level grammar, reading, and composition writing
one-on-one tutoring (M-F after 7pm), 100-400 study session (TH 7:30-8:30pm)

Yuqin Li (yuqin.li@centre.edu)
expertise: 100-level structure review exercises, quiz/test prep, culture reports
one-on-one tutoring (M-Th after 7:30PM), 100-400 study session (M 7:30-8:30pm)

Chengxin Yuan (Jennie) (chengxin.yuan@centre.edu)
expertise: 100-300 level speaking and writing practice; ancient Chinese poetry; internet buzzwords; stories about Chinese traditions
one-on-one tutoring (M, W after 7:00pm), 200-300 level study session (W 3:00-4:00pm)

Ashton Whitt (ashton.whitt@centre.edu)
expertise: 100-level grammar, study skills (i.e. character memorization and recall), class assignments (discussant role)
one-on-one tutoring (Th 7-9 PM), 100-level study session (T 7:30-8:30pm)

Hana Barksdale (hana.barksdale@centre.edu)
expertise: 100 level grammar, characters, quiz prep, homework assistance
one-on-one (MWF 2:00 - 5:00pm, T, TH 4:00-5:00pm), 100 level study session (7:30-8:30pm)

Computer Science
The computer science program organizes regular tutoring for CSC courses (e.g. CSC 160, CSC 220, CSC 270) staffed by upper-level computer science majors. These sessions are held in Olin 208 according to the schedule below. If you have questions about the tutoring, you can contact Dr. Dave Toth, the tutor coordinator, at david.toth@centre.edu, or Dr. Brian Cusato at b.cusato@centre.edu

- Mon - 7-9 pm: CSC 160, 220, 270
- Tue – 7-8 pm: CSC 160, 220
- Tue - 8-9 pm: CSC 160, 220, 270
- Wed - 7-8pm: CSC 160
- Wed - 8-9 pm: CSC 160, 220, 270
- Thur - 7-8pm: CSC 160, 220

Economics
Individual Peer tutors in Economics will guide you through the central concepts in ECO 110 (Principles of Economics) and help you solve problems in both micro and macroeconomics. Information about peer tutoring and help sessions for the Fall 2021 term is coming soon. Contact Dr. Brian Cusato (b.cusato@centre.edu) for more information.
French
The French Program offers peer tutoring for students taking any level French class. These sessions are available upon request. E-mail Elena Wiltgen at elena.wiltgen@centre.edu to schedule a session.

German
The German Program offers peer tutoring for students taking GER 120 and 220. Contact Sam Adams at (sam.adams@centre.edu) to schedule an appointment. He will also hold walk-in office hours on Mondays and Thursdays from 4-6 PM in the CLC (room 217). You may also contact Dr. Katrin Bahr (katrin.bahr@centre.edu) for more information.

Latin
Regular peer tutoring is available for all level Latin courses, provided by upper-level Latin student Priscilla Rosing You may contact Pricilla directly at procilla.rosling@centre.edu to schedule a session, or you may attend walk in hours from 8-9 pm on Tuesday and Thursdays in the CLC (Crounse 212).

Mathematics
To help our math students succeed, the math program offers study sessions for MAT 110, 130, 165, 185, 230, and 235. Study sessions are scheduled in the evenings during the fall term according to the schedule below. For more information, please see your specific course syllabus or contact your professor. One-on-one sessions may be scheduled upon request. Contact the peer tutors listed below for your course-specific needs.

- MAT 110 – Jack Thacker: Tues, Thurs, Sunday, 8-9 pm (Crounse 301)
- MAT 130 – Shelby Young: Tues, Thurs, Sunday, 8-9 pm (Crounse 302)
- MAT 165 – Ellie Dunham: Tues, Thurs, Sunday, 8-9 pm (Crounse 307)
- MAT 185 – Simran Chhabra: Tues, Thurs, Sunday, 8-9 pm (Crounse 405)
- MAT 230/235 – Seoyoung Hu: Tues, Thurs, Sunday, 8-9 pm (Crounse 468)

Music
Tutoring is available in music theory. Peer tutors work to help you develop your abilities in music theory and musicianship courses. Tutors are available for MUS 110, 120, 121, 220 and some upper-level classes. Contact any one of the peer tutors listed below, or Dr. Larry Bitensky, the tutor coordinator, at larry.bitensky@centre.edu.

- Elizabeth Briles (elizabeth.briles@centre.edu)
- Cole Frazier (cole.frazier@centre.edu)
- Courtney Evans (courtney.evans@centre.edu)

Physics
The physics program offers regular peer tutoring for PHY 120, 110, 210, and 230, staffed by upper-level physics majors. Sessions are on Monday and Thursday evenings 8-10 pm, and Sunday afternoons from 2 - 4p.m. in the CLC (Crounse 221). One-on-one sessions are available upon request.
Psychology
Student Teaching Assistants (TA's) work with a variety of courses and offer office hours, review sessions, and can also provide 1-on-1 tutoring. Peer tutoring is available for PSY 110, PSY 205, PSY 210, and Abnormal or Developmental Psychology. Your course instructor will also have information, or you may contact the psychology program chair, Dr. Jennifer Goetz, at jennifer.goetz@centre.edu.

Spanish
The Spanish Program offers tutoring for students taking any level Spanish class on Sunday-Thursday 7-9 PM in the CLC (Crounse Rooms 205 and 206 on the main floor of the library). One-on-one sessions are available upon request. Contact Dr. Mary Daniels (mary.daniels@centre.edu) or Dr. Brian Cusato (b.cusato@centre.edu) for additional information.

Writing
The Writing Center is located on the lower level of Crounse Hall and is open for consultations on Sundays 2-4 pm, and Sunday – Thursday 7-11 pm. Some walk-ins may be accommodated, but it is recommended that you make an appointment via the Writing Center Website. Click HERE to access the website directly.